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Bird Ladies of
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Wayne Williams from the Edgemead Christmas Market handing
over R 22 369 to the Little Lambs organisation. R17 369 of this
amount was proceeds from the raffle. An additional R5 000 was
donated by the Edgemead Christmas Market.
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CHAIRMAN’S
CORNER

I’d like to make an urgent
appeal to residents to
join the ERA committee.
We’ve more or less
managed
over
the
last few months with a relatively small
committee but, due to personal and other
commitments, we’ve had to say farewell to
some of our members.
Our constitution allows for eleven
members and we are now down to the
minimum of five. Being a committee
member is not an onerous task. We meet
once a month for 2-3 hours. In between
the monthly meetings there may be small
tasks or follow-ups that members have to
take care of. Having a larger committee
has the advantage that we get a better
representation of what residents need and,
of course, many hands make light work.
I would very much like to fill all eleven
positions, but I’ll settle for ten. The key is
that you are interested and enthusiastic
about the wellbeing and upkeep of our
beautiful suburb.
The alternative is that we disband the
ERA and leave decision making up to what
John Maytham of Cape Talk radio calls the
“we-know-what’s-best-for-you Democratic
Alliance.” I believe that an apolitical
organisation, without vested interests or
cadres to reward, is a critical tool to holding
our local government accountable. It would
be a sad day if we had to dissolve the ERA
after more than forty years of operation, but
it can only exist if residents take an active
interest in its ongoing operation and survival.
Please get in touch if you’d like to consider
joining our committee.
Regards

EDGEMEAD CHRISTMAS MARKET

Each year the Edgemead Christmas Market organises
a raffle to help raisefunds and create exposure for an
organisation making a meaningful difference in our
community.
Our most recent fundraiser was in aid of the Little
Lambs organisation.
Little Lambs is involved in a number of projects,
however their main focus is helping disadvantaged
children, teenage girls, and mothers with babies in
Du Noon. (Please visit www.littlelambsnpo.co.za for
more information).
The prize for the raffle was an overnight safari for 2
people at the Aquila Private Game Reserve including
a special gift hamper all worth R5 390.
Tilla du Toit from Tygerdal won the raffle.
Andrea English, Founder of Little Lambs, has
indicated that some of the proceeds from this
fundraiser will be used for their new “Play to
Learn Center”. Some of the funds will also be used
to pay for the creche fees of two children, aged one
and six, that have come to their attention and are in
desperate need of assistance.

Tila du Toit from Tygerdal receiving the prize for the 2016
raffle organised by the Edgemead Christmas Market in
aid of Little Lambs. Tila won an overnight safari for 2
people at the Aquila Private Game Reserve and a special
gift hamper all worth R5390. From Left: Wayne Williams
(ECM Event Coordinator), Tila du Toit (Raffle Winner).

Emile Coetzee

Chairman, Edgemead Residents’ Association
Email: edgemead.ra@gmail.com
Cell: 0832880837

BASED AT CENTURY CITY
VIRGIN ACTIVE

Grade R Classroom at one of the Little Lambs
creches in Du Noon.

Come get your
Vitality Fitness Assessment or
Momentum Multiply
Fitness Assessment
done this month
Based at Century City Virgin Active,
non-members are welcome
to see me for Rehabilitation,
Conditioning, chronic disease
management & fitness assessments
Grant Whaits 082 889 9326
grantthebio@gmail.com
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A few of the many children that have benefited from
the work being done by Little Lambs in Du Noon.
www.edgemeadnews.co.za

EDITORIAL

I am very glad to
bring you this latest
issue of the News,
and the first for the
New Year! I hope
that you will find
it entertaining and
informative. I would like to thank
all of our loyal advertisers that have
supported us throughout 2016, and
have made this magazine possible,
and also all our loyal readers who
keep us informed of events in
Edgemead. If you have any questions
or suggestions for the magazine, or if
you have advertising enquiries, please
feel free to contact me on editor@
edgemeadnews.co.za.
I always spend this time of the year
considering the future. At the age of
four, one extra year is a quarter of
your entire human experience, but
at the age of twenty-four, one year
is only one twenty fourth of your
existence. Perhaps this is why you
hear the comment ‘this year has really
flown by’ – because each passing year
is a smaller and smaller part of our
entire lives. Maybe our experience of
time really is relative – Albert Einstein
commented that an hour in good
company feels like a minute, but a
minute sitting on a hot stone feels like
an hour!
We humans have a unique
experience. Unlike other animals who
are blissfully unaware, we have a sure
grasp on the fact of our mortality.
Our complex cultures are filled with
distractions and coping strategies:
humour allows us to make light of this
serious situation, religion promises
life in a more pleasant beyond. We
cope by believing that something of
us will outlast us, whether our soul,
our name or our children. According
to Jason Silva, “[by being] beheld
by awe…wonder, inspiration…we
defy entropy, creating beauty and
order and complexity.” We have a
compulsion to create a mark on this
earthly existence. Consider the great
pyramid tombs of the Pharaohs that
still stand today after more than four
millennia, and consider what it is
that motivates the basest graffitist to
scrawl his name across a wall. It is the
desire to be remembered, to leave a
mark that unequivocally states “I was
here, I existed, I was significant” to
‘defy entropy’ as Silva puts it. Through
vivid, direct human experience, we can
transcend our existential condition.
This year, seek these vivid
experiences. Leave an indelible
positive mark, something for which
you want to be remembered.

Peter Bates

Edgemead News

Bernie

083 700 0192
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René

079 965 6886

Yvonne

083 321 8188

Jean

082 051 1172

EDGEMEAD 021 559 7152
www.edgemeadnews.co.za
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EDGEMEAD LIBRARY AND
BOOK NEWS

A TRIBUTE TO MARGARETHA PHILLIPSON
OF EDGEMEAD LIBRARY

By Lorraine Mathewson
Marga Phillipson has been at Edgemead library at Edgemead library.
since it opened its doors in June 1994, but she She is passionate
will be retiring at the end of January 2017. As about life, her family,
a resident of Edgemead since 1976 Marga has her work and her
become very well-known, and I believe that religion. Hand in hand goes enthusiasm –
everyone in the community will feel the loss when she is ‘on a roll’ with some creative
when their loved friend is no longer part of the craft item, she will either stay at work after
library staff.
hours or take the project home to finish.
Twin sisters Margaretha and Truus Van We have had loads of fun, because
der Hoek were born in Leeuwarden in the Marga can be VERY funny. I will really miss
Netherlands and were two years old when the her laugh at work, and the whole avalanche
family immigrated to South Africa and settled of laughter she can sometimes initiate.
in Uitenhage. At school, because the girls A few amusing incidents in Marga’s
had long, white-blonde hair, were quite tall, career over the years at Edgemead library
and looked alike, and they were called either are when a patron came to ask for a Chata
“Spook” (ghost) or bean pole!
Romano book and Marga handed over one
On leaving school Marga started working of the Kama Sutra books!
at the Uitenhage library, which was actually Turning around suddenly to help
located in a dark old house and was referred someone Marga accidentally knocked over
to as “the black hole of Calcutta”, but after a box, fell down and broke her toe. The
some years she left for Cape Town and married patron thought it was a huge joke!
teacher, Ken Phillipson, in December 1974. At And an Afrikaans library user asked for
the beginning of 1994 she started as a volunteer something on “Miere”, wanting a book on
at Goodwood library and was then appointed building walls, and Marga gave him books
on ants!
Hopefully we’ll still be able to call upon
her calligraphy skills, a craft Marga took
up because of her not so tidy handwriting.
Her creative skills were well utilized making
posters and cards, and hopefully she’ll be
able to use all her scrapbooking treasures
Self-catering
now that she’s retiring. She’s also going to
Accommodation
join our book menders group on a Monday.
Homely Environment & Warm Hospitality
She has been such a willing and passionate
staff member, and always showed an
Units with separate entrances
& off street parking
interest in the patrons’ personal lives.
Perhaps there is a lot to be said for working
in the community in which you live.
Sadly Marga’s husband Ken passed away
five years ago but we, both the staff and
the community, wish her a happy and
peaceful retirement – may she have many
beautiful years left with her children and
grandchildren, as well as with her twin
sister Truus.
We are all going to miss you Marga,
perhaps me especially after our close
Heather 021 559 1434 073 471 1083 association during the past nine years.
www.gypsyscorner.co.za

By Lorraine Mathewson

Just a reminder to the community that we
have two book clubs at the library. The one
group meets at 10:00, usually on the first
Tuesday of the month, and then we have
a Saturday group that also meets once a
month. Programmes for both groups for
2017 are available at the library.
Our next tea morning will be on the 3rd
of March. Details will be available at the
library from the beginning of February. Our
tea mornings are filled with fun and we want
men to attend as well.
Colouring-in mornings for adults continue
on Thursday mornings from 10h00 until
around 12h00.
Our quarterly reading programme for
junior and toddler readers also kicked off at
the beginning of January.
School groups or pre-schools are also
welcome to either invite us or visit us for
library orientation programmes as well as
story times.

BOOK NEWS:
Look out for two new autobiographies:
1. The Outsider, my life in intrigue by
Frederick Forsyth
2. The Lost Landscape, a writer’s coming of
age by Joyce Carol Oates
We also have the new book
by Clive Cussler – Odessa
sea (A Dirk Pitt novel)
Oceanography’s
answer
to Indiana Jones, Dirk Pitt
responds to a mysterious
Mayday signal from a
deserted ship that draws
him toward a deadly Cold
War secret.
Faithful by Alice Hoffman.
Growing up on Long Island,
Shelby Richmond is an
ordinary girl until one night
an extraordinary tragedy
changes her fate. Her best
friend’s future is destroyed
in an accident, while Shelby
walks away with the burden
of guilt. What happens when a life is turned
inside out? When love is something so
distant it may as well be a star in the sky?
Faithful is the story of a survivor, filled with emotion—from
dark suffering to true happiness—a moving portrait of a young
woman finding her way in the modern world. A fan of Chinese
food, dogs, bookstores, and men she should stay away from,
Shelby has to fight her way back to her own future.
Razor girl by Carl Hiaasen. When Lane Coolman’s
car is bashed from behind on the road to the
Florida Keys, an ordinary car accident turns out
to be an intentional hit. Behind the wheel of
the other car is Merry Mansfield (aka Razor Girl,
you’ll understand when you read the book) and
this car accident scam is the beginning of events
that provide continuous humour throughout the
book.
National Library week will be celebrated from the 18th of March
to the 25th of March. Remember this is one of the periods when
long overdue books can be returned without us charging a fine!
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LIONS CLUB
DE GRENDEL
By Mike Wood

The 2016 and 2017 New Years’ season has come and pass by
bringing much joy and hope to all. It is the season for family
ties and friendships to be re-established and brings much good
will to all. Many people travel far and wide to visit their loved
ones and friends. Unfortunately, our club experiences manpower
reduction over the festive season.
Nevertheless our normal food collections and donations
continued and we were so generously supported that we were
able to provided equipment and food to a number of deserving
charities.
These are a few of our clubs’ December activities.
Left: Staff and residents of Cheshire
Homes Milnerton, receiving part of
the food donations.

Above: Nuns at the Koelenhof
Mission School receiving blankets,
clothing and food.

Left: “Bakkie” loaded with
food for distribution at the
Delft township.

Right: Club members
ready to down – pack
food for the Bishop Lavis
needy.

www.edgemeadnews.co.za
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COUNCILLOR’S
REPORT

Dear Residents,
Welcome to a New
Year and I can honestly
say it has already
begun in full force. I
have the privilege of being the Sub Council
chair for Sub Council 3, which Ward 5 falls
under, situated in Goodwood which now,
since the elections, incorporates a wider
area since the new demarcations as set
out by the Demarcations Board. This is a
new experience and indeed an interesting
one.
On a ward level, we are pushing ahead
and I look forward to the implementation
of the new structure of services and
delivery that will be implemented. I will
certainly keep you informed as we go
along with this.
I am most pleased with the fact that
after many months of requests, my pleas
have been heard (as well as the many
emanating from Edgemead residents)
that Edgemead will be on the receiving
end of the recycling pick up project
where the City will collect recycling from
every household. This will not happen
immediately as it is a process that needs
to be put in place and there will be a
round of public participation where the
logistics and everything pertaining to the
recycling will be communicated. I think
it is safe to say that it will take a good few
months to set up and more pertaining to
this will be communicated in due course.
I am thankful to each and every one
who currently does do recycling and I
believe it is a step forward in the way
we do things and also a huge step in
safeguarding our environment.
I would like to remind residents of
the Level 3 Water Restrictions that are
currently in force and I would like to advise
that should there be any transgressions
of these that residents contact the water
line on 0860 103 089 or SMS 31373 with
all the relevant details.

Helen Carstens
Ward 5 Councillor
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EDGEMEAD SENIORS CLUB
Our club was started way back in the 1980s
when Garden Cities first built homes for
Seniors in the Sheldon Square area. Garden
Cities purpose-built the clubhouse and, in
the early 2000’s, decided to sell it. Existing
members and friends appealed to the
residents of Edgemead to help raise the funds
and, within a matter of weeks - thanks to you,
the residents of Edgemead - the purchase
price was raised.
So, in effect, the club belongs to the seniors
of Edgemead.
Why aren’t you making use of it?
Are you 55 plus and living in Edgemead or
surrounding suburbs?
Would you like to meet new friends or get
reacquainted with old ones?

surprised how limber you become after
a few weeks.
MONTHLY:Arthritis with Morag: First Thursday 9.30
for 10am. News, tips and guest speakers
Club lunch: Second Tuesday 12 for 12.30.
Sit down to a table with friends and
enjoy a two- course meal cooked by the
members
Games morning: Third Thursday 9.30 for
10am with Erica and Helga
Games evening: Last Friday 6.30 for 7pm
with Lorraine and Gerry
Bring and Braai: Third Sunday 11.30 for
12.30. As it says, bring your meat and
maybe a small salad to share. We will
see that your meat is cooked whilst you
enjoy congenial company, and maybe a
glass of wine!
Our General meeting is held on the last
Tuesday of every month at Edge Church
and starts with tea, coffee and a meet and
greet at 9am before the meeting at 10am
. General club news followed by one of
the following: Quiz, DVD and every third
month an entertainer or guest speaker.
PLUS…various yearly functions
Come on in - we are waiting to meet YOU!

WEEKLY:Wednesday and Friday mornings 9-11am:
Pop in for tea, coffee and a chat. Find out
what we have to offer you or even maybe
what you could teach us. We are definitely
never too old to learn.
Knitters club: Wednesday 9am –1pm
Games afternoon: Wednesday 1-5pm.
Canasta, Rummikub etc
Flexi exercises: Saturday 12- 1pm. Have fun
exer-cising with Clifford. Stand up or sit on a Lorraine Robinson
chair and exercise at your pace. You will be Chairperson
Teacher: Name two
days of the week
that start with
“t”.
Pupil: Today and
tomorrow.
Have you heard
about the teacher
who was crosseyed?
She couldn’t control
her pupils.

www.edgemeadnews.co.za
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BOTHASIG & EDGEMEAD LPR PROJECT

FEEDBACK

Emile Coetzee
It is with great delight that I can now announce that our first
camera is live. It took us a bit longer than we expected, but we’ve
learned a few things along the way that will aid us with future
deployments.
This would of course not have been possible without the
contributions from residents and businesses. If until now you were
pessimistic about our ability to deliver, and were holding out on
contributing, then hopefully this will help change your mind.
The question of course is what’s next? A key next step is making
sure the alerts are getting to the right people and that we have
relationships in place with neighbourhood watches, SAPS and
armed response companies to assist with responses. In addition,
we will start planning the second site.
With regard to funding, we eased off over the festive season
to focus on our first site, but now that it’s live and the holidays
are behind us, we’ll start picking things up again. We’ve managed
to delay the server purchase slightly by partnering with anther
independent LPR user. There are also some exciting technology
changes happening with the LPR systems which could possibly
offload some of the work to the cameras themselves, thus
requiring a much smaller server. This makes our decisions on what
to purchase a little bit harder because, while it does bring potential
cost savings, we’d first like to see that the new technology is
proven.
Through some assistance from the resident concerned, and by
doing the bulk of the installation work ourselves, we’ve managed
to save a bit and only had to spent about R30 000 on our first site.
We have budgeted about R80 000 – R100 000 for a future proofed
server. Through the contributions of residents and local businesses
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we are in the position to start planning the second site. Of course,
any money we don’t have to spend on the server will go towards
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a future site.
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Some statistics with regard to contributions: 324 of the
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7400 households that comprise Bothasig and Edgemead have
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contributed an amazing R133 000, and 13 local businesses have
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contributed a total of R46 000 back into the community that
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supports them. This total of R179 000 was a great start but we Wh
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really need more support if we want to reach our target for the
first phase of R700 000.
We’ll be holding another LPR public meeting in the near future.
EdgemeadVi
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We will communicate dates and venues via the Bothasig &
Edgemead,CapeTown
Edgemead LPR Project Facebook page.
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LPR FUNDRAISING
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Mo–Fr:9:
00am–6:
00pm
Banking Details for Donations
Sat:9:
00am–2:
00pm
Y
ourc
omput
e
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y
Bank: Standard Bank
Name of account: LPR
Account number: 073684791
Type of account: Business Savings Account
Branch Name: Parow Centre
Branch Code: 031110
Reference: Your Business Name / Home Address
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Computers

Shop20

CALLING FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS!
If

If you are talented at photography
and have some impactful or
interesting images that you would
like to share with us send them to: editor@
edgemeadnews.co.za.
The best images will be published in the next issue!
www.edgemeadnews.co.za
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BLEPHARITIS

What is blepharitis? It is an inflammation of
the eyelids, a very common condition that
can be associated with a low grade bacterial
infection (staphylococcal blepharitis) or
a generalised skin condition (seborrheic
blepharitis). Factors believed to contribute
to blepharitis include abnormalities in oil
gland function and an alteration in bacterial
colonies that normally live on the skin.
Blepharitis is not contagious and cannot be
passed from one person to another.
How do I know if I have blepharitis?
Red eyelid margins and persistent ocular
irritation can be signs of blepharitis, but your
ophthalmologist can diagnose this condition
by careful examination of the eyelid margins.
In some instances, dry eye symptoms and
underlying skin conditions (e.g. rosacea) can
be associated with blepharitis.
How is blepharitis treated? The inflammation around the eyelids can be improved
by good eyelid hygiene. Gently scrubbing
the eyelid margins with baby shampoo
diluted with water can decrease the amount
of flaking skin and oil in the area. A cotton

tipped applicator, or a facecloth wrapped
around the index finger, can be used to apply
the diluted shampoo. Warm compresses
can also be helpful, such as facecloths which
have been dipped in warm water and then
applied to the lids for a few minutes a few
times per day. Gently massage the outer
eyelids in a circular motion, being careful not
to press too hard on the eyeball. Together
with the warm compress this can loosen
any blocked residue in the oil-secreting
glands in your eyelids. In certain instances,
your ophthalmologist may also choose to
prescribe an antibiotic ointment.
Blepharitis is a chronic condition that
often requires long-term treatment in order
to prevent it from worsening.

NEW CHAPTER FOR PHYSIOTHERAPY PRACTICE

Kim Reitz to take over Edgemead Physiotherapy Practice.
The physiotherapy practice located at in March 2017. Her energy, enthusiasm
Letchworth Mews, which started as a and expertise are remarkable and it is
home business in January 1989 before with confidence that I wish her well,
relocating to the current premises in knowing the future of the practice is in
January 2000, will soon be starting a good hands.
new chapter.
I want to thank the Edgemead and
After much deliberation, I have surrounding communities for their
decided that the time is right for me incredible support over the past 29 years,
to step down as owner. I’m delighted and a special thank you to Drs. Kirkby,
to announce that Kim Reitz, who was Coupland, Hacking and Fourie for their
born and raised in Edgemead, and who continued confidence in the practice
has been an integral part of the practice Yours in physio,
for the past 8 years, will be taking over Carol Cooke
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SUPERHEROES

Sold by us in Edgemead - asking price R3 450 000
- just one of our many sales

The “New’s” year has started off with a bang!
Thank you Edgemead!

Do call us for all your buying and selling requirements
Edgemead’s longest serving estate agent
And latterly assisted by the vibey and energetic
additions to our team, Marcelle and Cathryn

Here’s a fun image of my kids Noah (age 7), Asher
(age 5) & Micah Lee (age 3) with their friend,
Samuel (age 6), dressed up as their favourite
superheroes & posing in the go-kart made by the
Lee boys’ grandfather. Much fun & adventure
takes place in our little Crescent in Edgemead.
-Stuart Lee

www.edgemeadnews.co.za
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CAT RESCUES BIRD

GALE UPROOTS TREES

by Elaine Pretorius
In a terrible gale, several trees were blown over in Edgemead. The City
was quick to tidy up and remove the trees in question. Ward Councillor “A couple of days before Christmas my cat brought a
Helen Carstens confirmed that the Parks Department’s policy is “where they tiny little bird, still in its nest, to me from outside. This
remove a tree, they will also replace, and the replacement tree(s) will be
in itself is remarkable, as how she managed to do this
indigenous”.
Photos by Karen Fouche, Maryke Collins, Sandra Booth and Peter Bates.

without the bird falling out is anyones guess. We rushed
off to Panorama vet to see if they could help. They were
very busy and suggested we contact Wendy Goetze our
very own ‘bird lady’.

Letchworth Drive

The hero (villain!?) in question

Letchworth Drive by day

We contacted Wendy, who, undeterred by the lateness
of the hour, (it was past 11pm) said to bring the bird to
her. What followed is a heartfelt journey of recovery and
growth for this tiny, tiny bird.
NikNak, as named by Wendy, was a handful. She had
to be kept warm and fed every half an hour. It was touch
and go for a couple of days but Wendy refused to give
up. NikNak started to thrive!

Coleford Way

NikNak in his Nest

Edgemead Drive
Page 10

I visited NikNak yesterday and was amazed to see how
healthy and strong she is. She is the sweetest little thing.
Wendy is assisted by Jo Franklin Plumstead - our other
bird lady in the ‘Mead. These two tell delightful stories
of their many rescue missions.
If anyone is able to assist these ladies with a donation,
please contact Jo Plumstead on 082 420 1006.
www.edgemeadnews.co.za
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THE “BIRD LADIES” OF EDGEMEAD
“As you approach Jo Plumstead’s
house, you notice a sound of distant
twittering and, when you step through
the door, you see why. Cages and cages
line the walls with birds in varying
states of health but all visibly loved
and cared for. Jo and her friend Wendy
Goetze rescue and rehabilitate birds for
later release into sanctuary at Butterfly
World. There are budgies, canaries,
white-eyes, and even a crow. Each bird
has a name and a story.
Fine cloths cover each doorway so
that, Jo tells me, “when the cages are
open, the birds can’t fly out.” The cool
interior and dim lighting remind me of
a fortune-teller’s parlour. Dove chicks,
some with hardly a feather, huddle in
the quiet of a cage, ekeing out what
warmth they can get from the heating
pad below them. Wendy explains to
me that very young birds can’t regulate

Jo Plumstead and Wendy Goetze with
a few of their charges

their own temperature. As she moves
towards a cage to open it, the young
pigeon recognizes her and steps eagerly
into her hand for a rub on the beak. By
their wide smiles and gentle manners
when handling the birds, it is clear that
Wendy and Jo are women of incredible
caring and patience. Some young birds
need feeding every twenty minutes,
night and day – NOT an easy task!
Walking through into the back garden,
I saw a huge aviary, full of finches. I was
told to be very careful where I stepped:
a brood of quails scattered in front of
me, the barely-two-days-old chicks
about the size of a thumbnail.
As Wendy approaches, a ‘teenage’
dove, spines sticking through his
patchy coat of feathers, alternates
between raising his wings and cooing
in anticipation of being fed. “This is a
good sign…see how he raises his wings,

A young NikNak after a few days TLC

it’s a defence mechanism” she says, as
she reaches into the cage.
Their combined knowledge of birds
is immense, gleaned from extensive
Googling and hands-on experience.
Wendy tells me they have a vet friend
who performs all the medical work,
such as setting the crow’s broken leg.
Now healed, the crow is set to be
released into the wild soon. He must
know it, as he paces back and forth,
staring at the sky through the cage
bars.
Both Wendy and Jo comment on the
vast quantity of paper towels they go
through, as well as syringes for feeding.
They are also looking for a fishtank in
which to grow mealworms because live
worms are so expensive to buy.
Anyone willing to help can contact Jo
Plumstead on 082 420 1006.

NikNak after a good feeding

A rehabilitated white-eye

We are achieving excellent selling prices in
all categories of homes in Edgemead.
For a Free, Professional Valuation, with no
obligations . . . please contact us.

Ryan:
082 443 9083

New record selling price 'R3 350 000'
Let us achieve a
record price for
your property.

Office: 021 558 1060
rbsproperties@mweb.co.za

www.edgemeadnews.co.za

Yvonne:
083 284 2350
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EDGEMEAD NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH
It seems that the festive
season is already a
distant memory and
2017 is in full swing,
with pupils back at
school and mom and dad back at work. I trust
2017 will be a fulfilling and prosperous year for
all Edgemeadians.
We have already had a positive start to 2017
by way of an article in the Tygerburger on 11/01
which reported a drop in crime in the Bothasig
precinct over the festive season. This is in no
small part thanks to the proactive action taken
by SAPS, armed response companies and
the Edgemead and Bothasig Neighbourhood
Watches. Just prior to the festive season,
Lieutenant Colonel Jacobs (Bothasig Station
Commander) called a meeting of all the role
players in the fight against crime in our precinct.
Strategies to curb the expected rise in crime
over the holiday period were discussed, and
everyone made a commitment to playing their
part in keeping a lid on the incidence of crime.
Some SAPS members had to forgo leave to be
available, and our hard working patrollers, who
had taken some hard-earned leave, gave up
their downtime in order that we could step up
our patrols. This foresight paid off in spades as
witnessed by the aforementioned newspaper
article. However, we at ENW will not be resting
on our laurels and in fact we are determined to
maintain the status quo by encouraging more
members to become active patrollers. We are
very proud to have a current membership of
around 560 members but, sadly, we have
only approximately 60 patrollers. To continue
our good work we desperately need more
members to join us on the road.
This year will be a historic one in terms of
crime fighting in the Bothasig precinct as our
first Licence Plate Recognition (LPR) camera has
been installed and is in testing to go live in the
very near future. We hope that with the LPR
system going live it will regenerate enthusiasm
amongst our residents, and that those people
who have not yet contributed will be willing
to add their funds to this exciting, innovative
crime fighting initiative.
Regrettably, not all news is good, and
one of our nagging issues - and indeed one
that seems to be spiraling - is the vagrancy
problem. We have received complaints of
senior citizens being accosted on their way to
the shopping centre and being aggressively
confronted for money. We have also observed
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vagrants sleeping next to the doctors’ rooms
at the centre, as well as on the long veranda
outside the estate agents’ offices next to BP.
Our patrollers also report more incidents of
aggressive behaviour displayed by some of
the vagrants, in particular from those that
we recognise as being new to the area. From
speaking to some of these vagrants we have

Mark Richards

ascertained that they come into Edgemead
from as far afield as Delft, Elsies River and even
Sir Lowry’s Village.
The vagrancy issue is a particularly difficult
challenge and, to a certain extent, one does
feel for the plight of some of these people. We
also accept that our laws are based on human
rights, which include freedom of movement.
However, I for one draw the line when having
a basic human right implies that it gives
anyone the right to confront an elderly person
in an aggressive manner and, in so doing, to
curtail that person’s right to enjoy daily living
activities safely and unimpeded. To this end,
in an effort to reach some workable solution,
I have engaged with Councillor Carstens who
has committed to draw all the relevant role
players together so that we can discuss plans
to alleviate what I perceive as a growing blight
in Edgemead. In the meantime we can all play
our part by not leaving bins out the night before
collection, and by not feeding and clothing the
vagrants. People who persist in doing these
things are thwarting all the hard work of those
trying their utmost to keep our beautiful little
village safe and tidy.
Please keep supporting the LPR initiative.
Here’s to a safe and exciting 2017.
Kind regards,
Mark Richards
Chairman
Edgemead Neighbourhood Watch

www.edgemeadwatch.co.za
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LOWER BACK PAIN

Lower back pain is defined as any pain between the 12th thoracic
vertebra (the bottom of your rib cage, roughly) and the fold at the
bottom of your buttocks. Approximately 64% of all people experience
lower back pain at some point in their lives, with as many as 36% of
the population currently suffering from this condition. It can be acute
(with a duration of less than one month), sub-acute (between one and
three months) or chronic (longer than three months). Pain can also be
referred down the legs.
Lower back pain is the result of pathology of the anatomical structures
in the area, such as the muscles that support and move the spine, the
joints, ligaments, nerves and intervertebral discs of the lumbar spine.
Compression or irritation of a spinal nerve root could also cause pain
to be referred into either one or both legs. It is often accompanied
by muscle spasm which has a protective function, to support injured
structures and allow them to heal. Non-specific lower back pain is
when no specific cause can be identified, although all the more serious
pathologies such as fractures or infection have been ruled out.
Chronic lumbar pain is the consequence of adaptations that your body
makes to its central nervous system, which increases the sensitivity of
the body to stimuli that would not normally be aggravating.
Treatment usually involves a multidisciplinary team of healthcare
professionals, to allow you the best chance at recovery with a lessened
chance of recurrence. Your GP would be able to provide you with
anti-inflammatory and pain medication, which would help to speed
up healing. A physiotherapist, who is also a first-line practitioner,
would then assess you and perform certain physical tests to try to
isolate the structures at fault. They would then treat the structures
using a combination of soft tissue mobilisation, joint mobilisation,
electrotherapy modalities and stretches to encourage healing and
return your back to normal mobility and function. This would all form
part of the PASSIVE treatment. The physio would then help to retrain
your stabilising muscles by giving you a home exercise program. This
forms part of the ACTIVE treatment. They would also advise you on
how to avoid recurrent episodes of back pain.
The physio or GP could also refer you for x-rays or to an orthopaedic
specialist. Conservative treatment is usually preferred because surgical
treatment can often have complications, and should be a last resort.
If you are suffering from lower back pain, don’t ignore it. Make
an appointment to see your physiotherapist or GP if needed, and
remember to avoid long periods of inactivity as this just makes the back
stiffen up even more!
Kim Reitz (BSc Physiotherapy Stellenbosch) and Carol Cooke (BSc
Physiotherapy Wits)

Why did the
teacher wear
sunglasses?
Because her class
was so bright.

FIX-IT

ELECTRONIC
WORKSHOP

MICROWAVE’S ♦ DVD’S ♦ TV’S
BEN & MARGARET
021 558 8892 OR 021 801 0159
Shop 90A Monte Vista Boulevard
(next to Video 2000)
www.edgemeadnews.co.za

SURGERY
Dr J. KIRKBY
Dr G. COUPLAND
Dr R. HACKING
Dr N. FOURIE
EDGEMEAD
SHOPPING CENTRE
(NEXT TO GARDEN CITIES)

Tel: 021 558 1011
After Hours: 021 712 6699
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EDGEMEAD BOWLS CLUB

by Colin Gray
We started the New Year with our annual “Edgemead Classic” on
the 7th and 8th of January. Teams from many Cape Town clubs
and even a few from further afield competed. The President of our
club, his committee and many enthusiastic club members are to be
congratulated for putting on a very well organized and structured
event. All three of our greens were in use and we hosted 144
players in 36 teams.
We couldn’t have put on such a show without massive response from our sponsors.
We particularly thank our main sponsor Warwick Private Wealth. We thank all other
sponsors as well. The total prize money was almost R60 000.
The teams were split into A, B and C sections after the first day’s play. After six
gruelling games of 15 ends each over two days, and with a howling southeasterly wind
as an additional problem, the winners were as follows:
A section: Johnny de Sousa and his team from Goodwood who walked away with
R12000 and multiple bottles of the finest beverages.
B section: was won by D. Wyatt and his team from Durbanville who won R2000.
C section: was won by Gerrit van Milligan and his team from Bellville who won R1000.
There were eight runners up in each section who received prizes, and last but not least
the team of J. Thompson won the sportsman’s prize of a large hamper.
The teams were treated to a hilarious performance from our own acting group called
“The Follies” on the Saturday evening. We have received much positive feedback from
this show!
If you would like to join our club or would like to try out this Sport of Kings please
contact our President Graeme Kemp (phone 078-792-8438) or attend our Beginners
Clinic every Saturday morning at our club from 9:00am in this regard.

Master

Dr. Jason Liepner, D.C. Practitioner

Real Estate

Chiropractic: a health profession specialising in the diagnosis, treatment and
prevention of various disorders related to the muscles, skeletonPrincipal
and nervous
Member
of
system of the body. Using a drug-free philosophy and numerous
treatment
methods, below are just some of the conditions chiropractic can Rebosa
treat.
Member of
• Migraines
• numbness in the
arms/legs
Institute of
• Limited movement of neck/back/hips/shoulders • muscle spasmEstate Agents
• work and sport
related
injuries
• Back/neck pain
Cape
Business
• Pain relief associated with conditions such as Fibromyalgia, Sciatica and Scoliosis

Dr. Jason Liepner

021 559 8417

Kelly Arends, age 13 from Edgemead,
competed in Tennis South Africa Tournaments
over the December period. These are events
where top players from SA compete. Kelly
won the PE TSA Series Singles Event and also
won the doubles event in PE and in Cape
Town. Kelly is now ranked no 1 in South Africa
in her age group.
Kelly has also been selected to represent
South Africa at the African Junior
Championships taking place in Windhoek,
Namibia between 9 and 18 January.

Teacher:
You’ve
got your
shoes on
the wrong
feet.
Pupil: But
these are
the only
feet I’ve
got.
Kelly Arends

www.edgemeadchiropractor.co.za
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RANKED NUMBER ONE IN
HER AGE GROUP
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EDGEMEAD
FOOTBALL

By Christine Rossouw
It’s been another great year for Edgemead Tennis Club. Our membership is increasing, so we
must be doing something right! People want to get fitter and want to pick up tennis where
they left it many years ago.
Juniors:
Some juniors went on a very
successful tennis tour to Ceres this
December Holidays. They are:
E. Fowler, J. Totius,
K. Tommy, K. Davis,
A. De la Crouse, K. Phillips,
M. Tramontano and
C. De La Crouse.
The club would also like to
congratulate the juniors who got
through to the WP primary and high
school trials. They were: C.De La
Crouse, J.Totius, S.Millan and M.Loram
Seniors:
Wow, what a season they had! ETC Men`s 1st team are now in premier league, as are the
mixed team. Teams have increased in numbers and ETC can boast 4 in the mixed, 5 in the
mens, and 4 in the ladies. Our Mixed league season starts on the 28th January.
Social tennis is a regular every Saturday afternoon. Great fun is had by all with scrumptious
tea (beer for others) and cake.
ETC’s ‘Thirsty Thurdays’ are a big hit. We braai chicken or beef burgers after about 2
hours of tennis. Lance is the organiser - congrats Lance, this has to be the highlight of all our
members every week.
Paddy Kirkham:
It is with great sadness that we announce the passing of PADDY KIRKHAM, who died at
the age of 88. She was a very eccentric person but totally dedicated to the club. She had
served on the tennis club committee for 20 years, having joined the club in 1981 and joined
the committee straight away. She personally visited any new member at their home; and,
when the club had no money to redo the bathrooms, Paddy footed the bill. She was the
accountant, barman, cleaner and general doer of everything, and has a place of honour on
our Honours board at the club. She was the glue of ETC for all those 20 years she served, and
will be sorely missed. Rest in peace, Paddy.
World Team Tennis Event:
On Saturday 21st January ETC held its world team tennis event for
the second time. It’s a fun day of tennis (yet serious) where teams
are made up of men’s and ladies singles and doubles. You bid and
buy your players for your team. On the day all the teams play each
other. This is when you see the competitiveness coming out.
Thank you to all our members for the fabulous support in 2016.
Lets see you all on the court.
If any information is needed to join the club or to have tennis
coaching please Google.
Edgemead Tennis Club or phone Christine on 0829695479 /
0215585750.

by Kevin Robinson
Club PRO
The Annual AGM was
held at the end of last
year and the new committee was
elected.
Chris Erasmus - Chairman
Ray Barreiro - President
Carlos de Abreu - Treasurer
Additional
members:
Matthew
Simmons, Gavin Castle, Kevin
Robinson, Juan Neethling, Michelline
Smith, Jacqui Sterrenberg, Billy Oriana,
Garth Tupper, Mark Hammon, Natalie
Siene, Ricky September, William
September.
We are looking forward to an exciting
2017 at Edgemead FC this year. Doug
Young has taken over the running
of the club bar - the new Edgemead
Sports Café is up and running and
is well worth a visit, with 5 plasma
screens showing all the latest sport.
David da Silva is running the Café once
again - pop down and have a look at
our great facility.
Andrew Tucker is our 1st team
coach, assisted by David Petersen, and
training commences on Sunday 29
January from 10am at the club .
For any further info kindly email me
at kevinrobinson@vodamail.co.za
Please go to our Facebook page :
Edgemead FC Supporters like it to be
kept up to date with all the latest news,
results, registration and more.
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24
HOURS

Monitoring
&

Armed Response

KEEPING YOU SAFE !!!

0861 627 000

www.swartsecurity.co.za

BHF Practice No: 0270881

EMERGENCY
MEDICAL SERVICE

We accept ALL Medical Aids

EMERGENCY:

0861 628 000
We offer:
•
•
•
•
•
•

MASTT

First Aid Courses
Basic Fire Fighting Courses
Health & Safety Courses
Security Officer Courses
SAQA Unit Standards
and more...

Department of Labour & SETA Accredited

www.mastt.co.za
info@mastt.co.za
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